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Preface 

In the framework of its Waste Management Programme the Paui Scherrer Institute is performing work to 

increase the understanding of the geochemistry of nuclear -vaste relevant radionuclides. These investi

gations are performed in close cooperation with, and with the financial support of NAGRA. The present 

report is issued simultaneously as a PSI report and a NAGRA NTB. 
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Abstract 

Tracer migration experiments are in progress at the Gnmscl Test Site (GTS) in order to test radionuclide 
transport models and to develop approp.iate experimental techniques. In order to assist design and to 
interpret field tracer tests the knowledge of the hydrology of the site is essential. This report describes 
the hydraulic modelling efforts with the following objectives: 1) to interpret experimental findings. 2) 
to provide input, such as flowpaths and flow velocities, for transport modelling. 3) to assist in the 
design of the tracer experiments. The model concept is based upon the observations, that the fracture, 
where the migration experiments will take place, is relatively planar, has an average aperture of a 
few millimeters and is filled with a clayish material: The migration fracture is modelled as a two-
dimensional, isotropic, heterogeneous equivalent porous medium. To allow for a sufficiently detailed 
model a hierachical approach was followed where the boundaries for the "local" model, i.e., the model 
in the vicinity of the migration site, were taken by first solving a larger "regional'' model with coarser 
discretization. Transmissiviiy values as extracted from single borehole tests were used for definition of 
the heterogeneous trar.smissivity field in the model calculations. Model results for hydrostatic pressures 
and discharge rates compare favourably with experimental data, eventhough some problems remain to be 
resolved. Calculations for dipole arrangements have been performed; they turned out to be useful tools 
for deciding on injection- and withdrawal rates to be applied in the migration experiments as well as for 
qualitatively estimating tracer recovery rates. 

Zusammenfassung 

Im Felslabor Grimsel sind Tracer-Expcrimente im Gangc, urn Radionuklidtransportmodelle zu iiber-
priifen und entsprechende Expcrimcntiertcchniken zu entwickeln. Urn die Traccrexperimenie sowohl 
plancn als auch interpretieren zu konnen, ist die Kenntnis dcr Hydrologic dcs Versuchgebietes entschei-
dend. Dieser Bericht beschreibt hydrauiische Modcllicramrrengungcn mit den folgcnden Zielsetzungen: 
1) Interpretation dcr cxpcrimcniellcn Daten. 2) Bereclmcn von Input, wie ctwa Flicsspfade und Flicss-
geschwindigkeiten, fiir Transportmodcllc. 3) Hilfcstcllung hci dcr Planung der Tracer-Vcrsuche. Das 
Modell-Konzept bcruht auf den Bcobachtungen, dass die Kluft, in der die Expcrimentc durchgefuhrt 
werden, relativ cben ist, eine mittlcre Giffnung einiger Millimeter aufweist und einc lchmanige Fiillung 
besitzt: die Migrationskluft wird als cin zweidimensionales, isotropes und hctcrogenes poroses Medium 
modcllicrt. Urn cinen g;niigcnd dciaillierten Modcllicrungsgrad zu crrcichcn, ist von cincm hicrarchischcn 
Prozcss Gcbrauch gemacht worden. wo die Randbedingungen fiir cin "lokalcs" Modell d.h. das Modcll in 
der nahercn Umgcbung des Versuchs, eincm grossercn "rcgionalcn" Modell mit groberer Diskreusierung 
emnommen wurden. Transmissivitdtswcrte, wic sic aus Einbohrlochvcrsuchcn bestimmt wurden, dien-
len zur Definition dcs hcicrojrcncn Transmissivitiilsfcldcs fiir die Modcllrcchnungcn. Modcllresultate fiir 
hydrostatische Drii:ke und Schiitlungcn kommen den cxpcrimcntcllcn Werlcn dieser Grosscn recht nahe, 
obwohl cinigc Problcme noch bestchen und gclost werden musscn. Es sind Rechnungen fiir Dipolanord-
nungen durchgefiihrt wonicn; cs zcigtc sich, dass dicse sowohl niilzliche Entschcidungshilfcn fiir zu 
wahlendc Injcktions- und Pumpratcn fiir die Tracervcrsuche sind als auch fur qualitative Abschatzungen 
von Tracerriickgcwinnungsratcn gcbraucht werden konnen. 
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1 Introduction 

In the NAGRA rock laboratory at Grimsel. Switzerland, migration experiments are being performed with 

the aim of achieving a better understanding of the radionuclide transport processes through the geosphere 

and to test transport models. 

For the planning, as well as for the cvaluaticn, of such experiments it i;: necessary that the hydrology 

of the test site is known as accurately as possible. For ihese reasons exploratory boreholes were drilled 

into the water-bearing fracture selected for Jie migration experiment and extensive hydro-testing (single 

borehole tests as well as interference tests) was performed. 

This repon describes a sicady stale mode! which is based upon information about the site and single 

borehole test results. The aim of the model is twofold: 

• to reproduce the experimental hydraulic findings 

• to predict water velocities and possible flow paths for different experimental arrangements. These 

quantities serve as key inputs for the mass transport models. 

It should he noted that the model at its current >tagc of development has not yet been refined to give the 

best fit to the experimental results. Rather it represents a first attempt at modelling the system toscd or. 

a preliminary interpretation of the data obtained from single borehole tests alone. 
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2 The Grimsel site; input data for the model 

The Grimsel Test Site (GTS) of NAGkA is located in central Switzerland close to the Grimsel pass at a 

height of 1.730 m above sea ievel (Figure 1) [I]. The two lakes Grimselsee and Raterichsbodcnscc, in the 

southwest and northeast respectively, of GTS are important hydrological boundaries since the orientation 

of the main geological structures (shearzones, seen as "Chalen" at the surface) lies along this SW-NE 

axis. A more detailed map ot 'he GTS can foe seen in Figure 2. The migration site (MI) is located in 

the AU drift where a water bearing fracture (Si) intersects the tunnel at AU96m. Apart from the area 

of the BK experiment (Bohrlochkranzvcrsuch), it is the only fraciurc in which the fiowratc into the drift 

exceeds the value of 0.1 I'm and thus where sufticicnt water is available for migration experiments and 

supporting laboratory investigations. The apparr nil; simple 2D geometry is another advantage of this 

sice making it suitable for migration experiments. Finally, there were also operational reasons for the 

choice of this location. For hydraulic testing, eight main boreholes (diameter 0.086 m) and two shorter 

holes (diameter 0,12 m) have been driiled from the drift into the MI-SI fracture (Figure 3). From the 

geometry of these boreholes and the locations of the intersections MI-SI /borehole a fairly good planarity 

(on the scale of a few tens of meters) can be established for the MI-SI fracture. The relative location 

of the boreholes within the MI-SI-plane is shown in Figure 4. The hydraulic pressures and the open 

borehole discharge rates measured under different conditions arc summarized in Tabic 1. Transmissivity 

values extracted from single borehole tests are shown in Table 2 [2,3]. Results on storativitics as well 

as interpretations of the interference tests will not be included :n this report as they are not needed for 

modelling the steady state situation at the migration test site. 
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Figure I: Location of the Grimscl Test Site (GTS). The dashed line rcprrscnts the orientation of the 
Sl-family of fractures to which the migration fracture MI-SI belongs. 
(Rcproduzicrt mil Bcwilligung dcs Bundcsamtcs fur Landcstopographic vom 13.03.1989) 
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FLG FELSLABOR GRIMSEL 

GTS GRIMSEL TEST SITE 

Situation 

von/ Iron 
Oe'stcnegg 

ZB 

AU 

BK 

EM 

FRI 

GS 

HPA 

Ml 

MOO 

NM 

UH 

US 

VE 

WT 

Zugangsstollen/Access tunnel 

Frasvcrtrieb/oy tunnel boring machine 

Sprengvortrieb/ excavated £y blasting 

Zentraler Aaregranii ZAGR 
Ce> 'tal Aaregramte CAGR 

Siotitreicher ZAGR 
CAGR with high content of biotite 

Grimsel-Granodiorit 
Grimsel-Gi modiorite 

Scherjone/ Shear zone 

LarvproptiytiLamprophyre 

Wasserzulntl/ Water mllow 

Sc -derborjunq/Exploratory borehole 

US Bohrung/l/S borehole 

Zertraler Bereich/Central facilities 

A'J ocberung/Excavalon effects 

Bohrlochkranz/ Fracture system flow 

El rr.agn HF-Messungen/ -measurements 

Kfuttzone/ Fracture zone investigation 

Gebirgsspannungen/floc* stresses 

Hydr Parameter/'iydr. parameters 

Migration; Migration 

Hydrodyn Madeiiierung/H. modeling 

Ne:gungsmes&er/ Tiltmeters 

Untertageradar/ Underground radar 

SeismMi Underground seismic testing 

VenWaiionsiest/ Venv'.ation test 

Warrrsversuch, Heat test 

A — A Schmtt/ Section 

Km 1.2 

re 2: A detailed map of !he Grimscl Test Site. Fnc migration site MI is located at AU 96 m. 
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Figure 3: Projection of the different boreholes drilled into the shear zone Ml-Sl (144°.27, 68°.46) 
onto a horizontal plane. The intersections of each borehole with the shear zone are indicated 
by anows. 
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Figure 4: Location of the intersections of the different boreholes with the MI-SI fracture plane 
(x, y-plane). The "Kalotte" K and the pump sump C are shown as well. 
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physical 
quantity 

wells 

Kalotte K 
Pumpsump C 
BOMI 86.004 
BOMI 86.005 
BOMI 87.006 
BOMI 87.007 
BOMI 87.008 
BOMI 87.009 
BOMI 87.010 
BOMI 87.011 

AU96 m.tunnel, integral 

1 

Discharge rate (Irom) 
free outflow data 

0.1 to 0.4 
0.6 to 1.2 
0.1 to 0.3 

0.01 to 0.02 
0.1 to 0.3 

not in measurable quantities 
0.1 to 0.3 
1.0 to 3.0 

0.01 to 0.02 
not in measurable quantities 

0.3 to 0.7 

average hydrostatic pres
sure (bar) in packer 
section that contains SI 

0.74 ± 0.02 
1.53 
1.38 
1.46 
0.32 
0.80 
1.50 
0.81 
0.O) 
-

Table 1 Measured hydrostatic pressures and free outflow discharge rates [2]. [The manometers for 
the borings four to eleven are installed at centre heights of the experimental drift. The 
manometer of Pumpsump C is located at the baselineof the tunnel.] To measure the free 
outflow discharge rate in borehole i, borehole i was opened, whereas the others were closed. 
The pressure had been measured at a time as all boreholes were closed. 
It is not clear whether all the data for discharge rales constitute steady slate values; its 
determination would require a long opening of the corresponding borehole; this is not de-
sireable: Leaving a hole open for too long may partially induce unsaturated flow conditions, 
and unpredictable chemistry changes along a flowpath. 

Location 

BOM1 86.004 

BOMI 86.005 

BOMI 87.006 

BOMI 87.008 

BOMI 87.009 

BOM1 87.007 

BOMI 87.010 

BOMI 87.011 

Method 

Homer 
Constant head 

Homer 
Constant head: 

Homer 
Constant head: 

Homer 
Constant head: 

Homer 
Constant head: 
Constant flow: 

• \ 

> No single-rx 

J 

Transmissivily [m2/s] 

1.85x10-* 
1.25xl0-6 

8.26xl0~» 
4.19xl0-» 

2.0'xlO"6 

1.53x10-" 

6.70X10-7 

1.53x10-* 

1.62xl0-6 

4.40x10-* 
1.87xlO-6 

srehole test performed 

Table 2 Transmissivity values as extracted from single-borehole tests. 
The interpretation of these tests is based upon the assumption that the water bcar.ng /one 
can be modelled as a homogeneous, isotropic, equivalent porous plane parallel piate aquifer 
of infinite extent. More Ictails of how the tests were conducted and interpreted can be found 
in [31. 
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3 Modelling the hydrology in the fracture plane MI-SI at AU96m 

3.1 Model equation and modelled region 

As mentioned above, the fracture MI-SI appears to be remarkably planar, at least on the scale of a 

few tens of meters. The fracture has a clayish infill and thus this shear zone was modelled as a two-

dimensional, equivalent porous medium aquifer. In this report only the steady state case will be examined 

and under these conditions the water movement within SI is determined by the following equation of 

motion [4]: 

x, y are spatial coordinates, $ is the hydraulic potential and T r r , T ^ , Ty r , Tyy are components of the 

transmissivitiy tensor T. 

Assuming isotropy, eq. (1) can be further simplified to-

Note that the transmissivuy tensor, which has been reduced to T = T(x,y)( QJ I, implies that the trans-

missivity function T(x,y) may describe heterogeneities. 

The model region, where eq. (2) has been applied, is shown in Figures 5a and 5b. The boundary 

conditions on the boundary segments 1 to 8 have been specified in the following way: 

2 : -|^|y=-i22»m = 0: impermeable layer at 500m a.s.l 

3 : Q~\r = 'J90m — 0 : 

4 : *(r,i/j = y completely saturated medium 

5 to 8 : *(r,y) = y. free outflow into tunnels 

(3) 
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3.2 Numerical treatment of the boundary value problem 

Equation (2) together with the boundary conditions (3) is solved numerically using the multi-purpose 

code PDE/PROTRAN of IMSL. Detailed documentation about this code can be found in [5]. Its main 

characteristics are: 

- 2D solver for equations of the form 
C(x,y4.d) ft = £ A (x.y,l.u, ft. ft). + |B(x,y,t,u, ft. ft) + F(x,y,t,e,ft, ft 
taking into recount boundary conditions of the form 
u = /(x,y,t) on boundary arc dRi (Dirichlet) and/or 
A(x,y4,u,ft, ft) n, + B(x,y,t,u, ft. ft) ny = g(x,y,uu) on boundary arc dR2 (Neumann) 
(nK4iy) unit vector outward and normal to the boundary 

Initial condition: u = u0(x.y) for t = l„. 
Here A3,C,F,/,g and u„ are possibly vector functions of the arguments shown; u is the solution 
vector. 

- finite element code (only triangles); a coarse initial mesh may be refined globally or locally by means 
of weight functions. 

- shape functions may be chosen to be linear, quadratic, cubic or quartic 

- as solution method one may choose a band solver, the frontal method (an out-of-core band solver) 
or a preconditioned bi-conjugate gradient (Lanczos) method 

- as time discretization method either the Crank-Nicolson algorithm or an implicit backwards difference 
sr»»eme may be chosen. 

To solve eq. (2) in the specified region (Figure Sa, b) taking into account eq. (3), the frontal method 

has been applied to quadratic shape functions. Due to limited storage, 1000 triangles were used for 

the spatial discretization of the whole region. As there are very different scales entering the calculation 

(model region of a few kilometers extension, borehole diameter of 0.086 m) and only more or less 

equilateral triangles lead to a stable solution, this number of uiangles proved to be too small. In order 

to minimize the impact of a limited discretization capability the following procedure has been chosen: 

i) Solve eq. (2) with T = constant in the region of Figure S and determine the radial flux j r = Td$/dr 

along the circumference of a circle with radius r = 100 m, centered at (x,y) = (0,0). Use 1000 

triangles. 

ii) Solve eq. (2) with T • constant in the circular region G = {x, y | y/x2 + y3 < 100 m and x,y 

not in the tunnel interiors}; replace the boundary conditions on arcs 1) to 4) (see Figure Sa) by 

the Neumann condition j P at r * 100m obtained in step (i). Execute this calculation using an 

appropriately designed mesh with 1000 triangles. 
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The choice of a circular region as well as the value of its radius :s an arbitray one. Howcvcr.because the 

potential distribution within the region of Fig. 5a, b reaches at r = 100m an almost concentric distribution 

around the origin of the coordinate system, the choice made m (i) is reasonable [6]. 

To verify the correctness of the procedure just described the following imercomparison was performed: 

Solve eq (2) in the region of Figure S wiJi the appropriate boundary conditions; do the same for the 

circular region (all boreholes closed) and its corresponding boundary conditions. Then •> comparison 

shows: In the overlap of both regions (i.e. the circular region) the results of both calculations agree 

within ± 2%. 

To test the suitability of the spatial discretization to yield stable solutions, benchmark exercises -vere 

performed; the results of this work have been reported in [6]. 

33 Model ansatz: Comparing theory with experiment 

33.1 Homogeneous model 

The homogeneous model assumes that the transmissivity T has a unique constant value over the whole 

domain. Although this was known not to be the case (see Table 2), the results are presented more in 

order to add to the completeness of the modelling effort nther than for their relevance to reality. 

For a homogeneous- T-ficld eq. (2) can be reduced to th: two-dimensional Laplace equation: 

A A / , d2* d2* 
A * ( x ' y ) s l * r - ! ^ = 0 (4) 

As the boundary conditions eq. (3) on the arcs 1) to 8) are T-independcni, the potential distribution 

*(x,y) and thus the hydrostatic pressure distribution is also independent of T. In order to calculate the 

free discharge rate for each borehole it is necessary to include an additional inner boundary (a circle 

with the actual borehole diameter, r = 0.086 m) and to introduce a free outflow condition into the tunnel 

at the end of the discharge tube located at exactly the reference level [center of AU96m tunnel], i.e. 

* Iborehole location = 0 m . 

Determining discharge rates from Darcy's law requires a transmissivity value to be specified. As the 

integral discharge rate into the AU96m drift was experimentally determined to be 0.5 l/min, the T value 

is T = 8.6 x 10~8 m2/s. Figure 6 shows the potential distribution for the case where all the boreholes 

are closed; the calculated hydrostatic pressures, as well as the free discharge rates, are listed in Table 3. 
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well 

4 
5 
6 
1 

s 
9 
10 
11 

hydrant ic pressure 
(ill wells closed) 

P«p P»r) 

1.53 
1.38 
1.46 
0.32 
0.80 
1.50 
0.81 
0.40 

Pmod [°«] 

3.85 
2.61 
3.02 
3.02 
2.90 
3.42 
1.84 
4.42 

natural gradient discharge rates 
(all wells closed) 

Q„ p p/min] 

[U]»io-« 
not measured 

9 x 10-4 

not measured 
[4,8] x 10-4 

[5,10] x 10-4 

not measured 
not measured 

Qm.-x< [i/min] 

7.35 x 10-* 
1.07 x 10— 
1.35 x lO-^ 
1.18 x 10—' 
2.00 i 10- 3 

1.03 x 10-3 

2.14 x IO—1 

4.93 x 10-4 

free outflow discharge rates 
observation well open, res! closed 
Q. r p [1/minj 

[0.1,0.3] 
f0.01,0.02] 

[0.1.0.3] 
< 0 0 0 ! 
[0.1.0.3] 

[1.3] 
[0.01,0.02] 
< 0.001 

Qmoi p.'™*"! 

0.16 
0.11 
0.13 
0.13 
0 ) 0 
0.15 
0.08 

not modelled 

Table 3 Comparison of experimental data with results from the homogeneous model calculation. 
The discharge rates have been determined by Dairy's law: 

Q = b T | v * |. T=8.6 x 10 - 8 m2/s. To calculate the natural gradient discharge rates the 
quantity "b" is given by the diameter of ?he well (b=0.086 ml; in case of free outflow, "b" 
is given by the circumference of the borehole (b = w 0.086 m). Note that Qexp are short 
time discharge rates and Qmott steady state rates. 
Because borehole 11 is not yielding any water and is far from the region of main interest, 
no efforts were made to model free outflow for this well. 
The notation [a,b] (b>a) indicates the nngc of experimentally observed discharge rates. 

Figure 6 Potential field (the difference between adjacent cquipotcntial lines is 3m) for the homoge
neous model. 
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The agreement between experimental and theoretical results is. as expected, unsatisfactory. The following 

comments can be made: 

- The model overestimates the hydrostatic pressure in almost all boreholes by roughly a factor of two. 
Due to the more or less concentric pressure distribution (see Figure 6) die calculated hydraulic head 
value at a certain borehole is essentially determined by its radial distance from the center of the AU 
drift. 

- The predicted free outflow rates differ slighdy from one another and this is in strong disagreement 
with die measurements. 

33.2 Heterogeneous andd 

I f the fracture plane is considered as a heterogeneous, isotropic aquifer, eq (2) 

d d* d d * 

s^***1^*-0 (2) 

is die governing equation. T(x,y) is die heterogeneous transmissivity field which needs to be specified. 

At each borehole location T(x,y) was equated to die transmissivity value extracted from single borehole 

tests (see Table 2) [3]. In boreholes where no free outflow could be measured (borehole 7 and 11) a low 

transmissivity value was assigned. Transmissivity values were also chosen along die AU-drift boundary 

arc, based on a qualiutive assessment of "wetness" observed: i) dry area, ii) wet area in die neighborhood 

of pump sump C and i:i) area of Kalotte K and its surroundings where most of die water (estimated u> 

be 80% to 90% of die total outflow, but actually never measured) that flows into die drift is observed. 

The transmissivity value estimated from a single borehole corresponds to ar. "area" around die well. The 

interpretation assumes dial T represents an effective "homogeneous" value around die well. In order to 

assign the estimated transmissivities die region around die AU96m drift was divided into blocks and a 

Thiessen polygon procedure was followed [7], In contrast to die original Thiesscn procedure die blocks 

surrounding peripheral boreholes (4, 9, 8, 10, 5, Katoue, dry area of drift and 11) were not taken as 

extending to die outer boundaries but instead were limited to a size similar to die inner Thiessen polygon 

blocks (typically a few meters). The transmissivity value of the observation borehole (inside each block) 

was attributed to these blocks. The transmissivity of die homogeneous model, T = 8.6x10~* m-/s was 

attributed to die remaining region, i.e. die region between die AU96m neighborhood (containing all die 

blocks mentioned above) and die outer boundaries. Figure 7 summarizes this procedure. Equation (2) 

was solved together widi the boundary conditions eq. (3) [on the arcs 5) to 8) and die circular arc at 

r s ]00m with die Neumann boundary condition; see section 3.2]. A numerically stable solution was 

achieved widi a mesh of 1000 triangles. The results for hydraulic pressures, natural gradient and free 

outflow discharge rates are listed in Table 4. 
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Region 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

c 
K 
A 

else
where 

Transmissivity fmVsj 

t J x I 0 - * 
S.9 x 10"* 
1.75 x !0— 

1 x 10"» 
».6 x 10"T 

2.4 x 10"* 
5.9 x 10"* 
1 x 10-» 

M i 1 0 -
» * x lO" 7 

5 5 x I 0 - * 
SJ6 x 10"* 

Figwre 7 The transmissivity field T(x,y) near the drift as used for the heterogeneous model input. The 
boundaries of the Thiessen polygon blocks have been adjusted to the existing grid, also shown 
here. 

well 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
I I 

hydraulic pressure 
(all wefls deed) 

p«» !M 

1.53 
1.3S 
1.46 
0.32 
0.80 
1.50 
0.81 
0.40 

Pm«l P>"I 

1.34 
1.63 
1.12 
116 
0.74 
1.20 
0.65 
3.24 

natural giadieni discharge rates 
(all well! 

Q « , P*""»] 

[UJ a I0~« 
not measured 

9 x 10- 4 

not measured 
[4,8] a I 0 - * 
[5.10] % 10"« 
not measured 
not measured 

closed) 
Qmo , l fl/min] 

2.23 x I 0 - ' 
8.29 x 10-* 
7.71 x 1 0 - 1 

8.48 x 10-B 

8.27 x 1 0 - ' 
5.41 x 1 0 - 1 

1.14 x 10-^ 
6.67 x 10 - 5 

free outflow discharge rates 
observation well open, rest closed 
Q,tT [1/min] 

[0.1,0.3] 
[0.01.0.02] 
[0.1.0.3] 
< 0.001 
[0.1.0.3] 

[U] 
[r.oi.o.o2] 
<o.oei 

Qmorf P M H 

0.294 
0.054 
0.320 
0.001 
0.249 
0.340 
0.025 

not modelled 

Table 4 Comparison of experimental data with results from the heterogeneous model calculation. The 
discharge rates were calculated in the same way as mentioned in the caption of Table 3. 
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The comparison experimental data and NaaogeaBOvs model results is encouraging: For hydrostatic pres

sures, as well as discharge rates, the agreement between the teteic^neous mxld resulu and experimental 

data is definitely better than in the case of the homogeneous model (see Table 3). This is to be expected 

since much more experimental information wis used in me ansatz of me heterogeneous model (transmis-

sivity values extracted from single borehole tests); only the integral flow rate of 0 5 1/min into AU96m 

is a common input to bom models. 

Apart from borehole 7 and 11, [dry boreholes even under forced free outflow conditions], the largest 

deviation for hydrostatic pressure between model and cxpcriincm is at boienole 6, max I p ^ - p , , ^ |=038 

bar; thus the relative error is given by 038 bar/1.46 bar=26*. (For comparison, the largest relative error 

in OK case of die homogeneous model occured at borehole 4 and amounted to 253*) 

Concerning the free outflow steady state discluige rates, the general pattern (low values for 5, 7, 10; 

values of about 0.3 Vmin for 4.6.8) is reproduced quite well, but the value predicted for borehole 9 is 

hi strong disagreement with the experimental finding. Even though there are experimental proMcms in 

determining this quantity (see caption to Table 1). a further longer term test was requested for borehole 

9; the result is shown, in Figure 8. 

Z.1 -

1 0 5 -

^ 2 " 
E 
— 1 J 6 -

UJ 

OC 

1.75-

1.7 -

V 

1 1 
I 2 J 

X 

1 

V 

1 ' 
2.4 

i i I i i i i 
2J 2± 3 

\ 

• 
& 2 

N 
3.4 

^ < L 
^ 

1 1 1 
3A 3* 

LOST [SEC] 

Figure 8 Free outflow discharge rate in borehole 9, measured over a period of In 45min, [8|. 
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Tats test confirmed die supposition thai die initially reported free outflow discharge value at borehole 

9 was not a steady stale value. Based upon d * observation that only 0.5 Uatin enter the AU96m drift 

(a condition implicnety set in the models) borehole 9 should not yield more water under steady state 

conditions since closed potential contours around die drift extend far beyond borehole 9 (at teast in die 

model). 

Rnaly a few commenu about die boreholes 7, I I and "ptaupsump C": In borehole 7 a very slow increase 

in hydrostatic pressure was observed over die past few momhs in&cating a still ongoing transient phase; 

never dream die ducrcpanxy p£^ - p ^ appears to be significant (2). The behaviour of die fracture 

at borehole 11 b also pwrhng- After drilling, dre borehole was (Used with water ap to a hydraulic 

pressure of 0.4 bar The pressure has not changed since, indicating dmt die fracture is qoiae tight in 

ami interval. Note dot aandJaa, to die model, die pressure at dm location should be ca. 3 bar. The 

very high hydrostatic pressure measured at pumpsump C (just 20 cm behind die tunnel wall) could not 

be rtproduitd by a simple adjutant nt of die parameuxs: Modelling a skin effect, or assigning different 

Mock u natiniisiyities around ore drift to dnse mentioned in Figure 7, seemed to enlarge die discrepancies 

l b visualize the resales discussed above, das potential duuibutions for diffeient arrangements are shown 

in figure 9: Figure 9a) depicts are situation where aO die boiehores are closed whereas in Figures 9b) 

to 9h) just one borehole is kept open. (In drese Figures, a cross marks die location of a closed borehole 

and a filled circle is used to indicate an open borehole) 
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Figure 9a) Heterogeneous model; 
all wells closed 

Figure 9b) Heterogeneous model; 
borehole 4 open 

Figure 9c) Heterogeneous model; 
borehole 5 open 

Figure 9d) Heterogeneous model; 
borehole 6 open 
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Figure 9e) Heterogeneous model; 
borehole 7 open 

Figure 9f) Heterogeneous model; 
borehole 8 open 

Figure 9g) Heterogeneous model; 
borehole 9 open 

Figure 9h) Heterogeneous model; 
borehole 10 open 
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From the Figures 9b) to 9h) it is possible to extract the steady state pressure response of each borehole if 

another borehole has been opened. The results are given in Table S; no experimental data are listed since 

it is unclear as to how far corresponding experimental measurements [2] constitute steady state data. 

4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 

4 open 
Pmod [*<"•] 

1.42 
0.27 
0.21 
0.29 
0.50 

S open 
Pmod[bar] 

1.30 
-

1.08 
0.70 
1.15 
0.4» 

6 open 

PnwrfPH 

0.43 
1.41 
-

0.15 
0.26 
0.48 

8 open 
Pmod[f>ar] 

0.91 
1.48 
0.67 

-
0.75 
0.52 

9 open 
Pm^[*«r] 

0.30 
.39 

U.12 
0.11 

-

c.« 

10 open 
Vmod[bur] 

1.32 
1.50 
1.11 
0.72 
1.18 

— 

Table 5 Pressure response of boreholes to the opening of the borehole indicated in the heading. 

So far, all the results presented are based upon the transmissivity field T(x,y) show in Figure 7 (called 

from now on the "base case"). The choice of the heterogeneity of T(x,y), of course, is not unique: The 

results will depend on the block transmissivity values as well as on the block size chosen. A thorough 

sensitivity analysis was beyond the scope of this study; however, to improve our understanding of the 

basic system behaviour, a few runs with parameter variations on the transmissivity values were performed. 

As it is likely that the actual migration experiment will be done in the third quadrant (lower left hand 

side domain), the sensitivity runs focused on that region. 

For the variations, the following transmissivities have been chosen: 

•Tmin _ T m.n _ jm.n = ] x l Q - 7 m 2 / s 

-rmax _ jmax _ jmax , 5xJ-J-6 m 2 / s 

All the other transmissivity values were kept fixed at their base case values (Figure 7). 

Calculations have been performed for the following combinations 

/ i \ *rmin *rmin 'Tmin (K\ 'Tmax Tmin 'Tmin 

(T\ T m ' n 'Tmin 'Tmax tf.\ 'Tmax -rmin Tmflf 
AI\ 'Tmin 'Tmax 'Tmin in\ *rmaz 'rmax 'Tmin 

M\ "Tmin Tmai -rmax / o \ ^max •rmax -prior 

Table 6 shows the results of these variations 
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well 

4 

6 

9 

hydrostatic pressure 
(all wells closed) 

pmtn[bar] pm«[6ar] p«rp[bar] 
(variation) (variation) 

1.14 2.65 1.53 
(8) (1) 

0.75 1.20 1.46 
(3) (6) 

1.05 1.65 1.50 
(4) (5) 

free outflow discharge rates 
(observation well open, rest closed) 

Qm,n[//min] Qmar[//min] Q«pp/min] 
(variation) (variation) 

0.065 0.354 
(4) (6),<8) 

0.180 0.368 
(4) (8) 

0.089 0.371 
(7) (6) 

i 

[0.1.0.3] 

[0.1.0.31 

[1.3] 

Table 6 Range for hydraulic pressures and free outflow discharge rates in the boreholes most promis
ing for a migration experiment due to a parameter variation study of the transmissivity block 
values. 

Comparing the experimental data with these calculated ranges it can be seen that with the exception 

of the pressure in borehole 6 and the discharge in borehole 9 the calculation brackets rather tightly the 

measured values. The reason why the discharge in 9 is far from the theoretical expectation was discussed 

above (Figure 8. and the succeeding explanation). 

The crucial input for any transport modelling, of course, is the velocity field. The water velocity v* (x,y) 

depends on the physical properties of the aquifer (thickness a, flow porosity e and transmissivity T) as 

well as on the gradient V * of the hydraulic potential: 

v ( x , y ) 
T(x,y)V*(x,y) 

(5) 
•»(x,y)f(x,y) 

The aquifer thickness a and the porosity t should be specified in order to calculate the velocity along any 

path. Table 7 shows values of the product T(x,y)V * for some arrangements. 
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arrangement 

all wells closed 
«» 

6 open 
4 . 

8 open 
4 i 

release 
in 

well 

4 
9 
4 
9 
4 
9 

collection/ 
observation 

well 

6 
8 
6 
6 
8 
8 

approximate length 

of shortest path [m] 

4.9 
5.4 
4.9 
1.71 
8.8 
5.4 

T(x,y) IV* | along 

shortest path [m2/yr] 

30.9 
40.2 
51.3 
124.8 
36.9 
64.5 

Table 7 Auxiliary table for estimating water velocities. The quantity T(x, y) in the last column 
is the geometric mean of the transmissivity of the release well and the transmissivity of 
the collection/observation well. For all the arrangements considered, the release wells arc 
adjacent to the collection/observation wells (see also Figure 7). The gradient | V * | has 

been calculated using the approximation | v * | = [^(release well) - ^(collection/observation 
v/ell)]/d,,«,, dj «, = length of shortest path. 

With reference to Table 7, consider the following example: If borehole 6 is opened and a conservative 

tracer is released in borehole 4 under natural conditions (i.e. p = 0.43 bar, according to the model; see 

Table 5) into the fracture of 1 cm thickness and a porosity t = 0.1 of its infill material, the tracer will 

move with an average velocity of 5.9 m/h along the shortest flowpath towards borehole 6. Due solely to 

advection, the earliest possible time that the pulse can reach borehole 6 is about 50 minutes. 

3.4 Hydrology for bipolar arrangements within the framework of tiie heteroge
neous model 

In order to plan tracer experiments based on bipolar arrangements, it is crucial to elaborate the hydrological 

aspects of such arrangements more precisely. (For example: The tailing of a breakthrough curve may 

be either due to transport mechanisms (e.g. matrix diffusion) or due to the spreading of the flow field 

in dipole arrangements (longer "flowtubes" contribute at later times) or both. Thus it is the aim of this 

section to characterize the flow field spreading due to the bipolar arrangement imposed.) Such a study 

has two p.irposcs: On the one hand it has to provide estimates concerning the most favourable injection 

- and/or withdrawal rates and on the other it should give some information on the likely extent of tracer 

recovery as well as the expected time scales. 

Injection/withdrawal at a certain location (x,, y,) is most easily described by a source term N(x,y). In 
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this case the steady state equation of motion is [4]: 

i^^^'^fy^-^'^ (6) 

The source term has a simple relationship to the pump- and/or injection rate Q(x,y): 

A, is the cross-sectior area of the injection or collection well. Numerically this source term has been 

implemented such that 

•\ rut \ — <L / l for the triangular element containing(xs,ys) l) N(x,y) - A | 0 o t h e r w i s e 

ii) A, is the area of the triangle containing (x,, y,) chosen to be of the same size as the actual borehole 

cross section area. 

There are mainly three different dipole arrangements possible (depending on injection and withdrawal 

pressures/rates): 

1. One borehole open, release in a different borehole under "natural" conditions (i.e. injection pres

sure = steady state hydraulic pressure). These arrangements were discussed in section 3.3). 

2. One borehole open, injection in a different borehole at a rate Q, (the injection pressure has necesser-

aly to be higher than the steady state hydraulic pressure). 

3. Pumping at a rate Q,„ in one borehole and injection in another well at a rate Q,. in order to enhance 

tracer-recovery the case | Q«, |> | Q> I >s preferable to the case \QW \<\ Qj |. 

In order to estimate the approximate magnitudes of Q, and Qw necessary to achieve a desirable hy

draulic condition it is reasonable to assume a radial flow-field in the immediate vicinity of the injec

tion/collection well. The solution of the radial Laplace equation for the hydraulic potential together with 

a flow boundary (rate Qj „, at the borehole radius, r0) constitutes the link between hydraulic condition 

and injection/withdrawal rate Q, „: 

Qiw = 2«T*^-*^ (8) 
/n(r2/,i) 

T is the transmissivity of the aquifer and r,, r2 are arbitrary radial distances (arbitrary only in the region 

where radial symmetry holds) 

Application of equation (8) can be demonstrated by the following example: 

Example: Assume a transmissivity T = lxl0~6m2/s; u rate of QW - 0.7 1/min is necessary to achieve 
a hydraulic potential difference *(r2) - *(rj) = 3m between a point located at r2 = 1m 
from the collection well and the well face at r, = 0.2 m. 
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Finally, equation (8) was used to successfully verify the correct numerical implementation of the source 

term. 

All the following considerations will be based on the base case of the heterogeneous model i.e. on 

equation (2) with T(x,y) as shown in Figure 7. Furthermore, only configuration', using die boreholes 4 ,6 

and 9 will be discussed due to two reasons: i) The wells are distant enough from the AU drift so that they 

are not influenced by the drift ventilation or the mechanical disturbance around it. ii) These boreholes 

are the ones with the highest observed free outflow and, hence, a relatively good tracer recovery can be 

expected. 

Category 1: One borehole open; injection in a different well 

The cases considered are summarized in Table 8 and are depicted in Figures 10 to IS. 

weU 6 open; 
injection in 4 

weU 6 open; 
injection in 9 

For comparison: 
well 6 open; 
no injection 

well 9 open; 
injection in 4 

wen 9 open; 
injectisn in 4 

weU 9 open; 
injection in 6 

well 9 open; 
injection in 6 

For comparison 
well 9 open; 
no injection 

injection rate Q,(k) 
atweUk 

Q,(4)= 0.04 l/min 

Q,(9) = 0.01 Wnin 

Q,(4)= 0.26 l/min 

Q,(4)= 0.04 l/min 

Q,(6) = 0.1 l/min 

Q,(6)= 0.5 l/min 

free outflow mschanje 
file Q(o) in open well o 

Q(6) = 0.3S l/min 

Q(6) = 0.39 lAnm 

0(6) = 0.3. i/mm 
(see Table 4) 

0(9) = 0.53 Vmm 

0(9) = 0.37 1/min 

0(9) = 0.40 l/min 

Q(6) = 0.65 l/min 

Q(9) = 0.34 l/min 
(tee Table 4) 

(AQ/Q0-"» 

7 5 * 

7 0 * 

7 3 * 

7 5 * 

6 0 * 

62% 

Table 8 Changes in free outflow discharge rates due to injection at a different location. In the last 
column AQ is defined as A Q = Q(o)|with injection - Q(o)|Without injection 
where o refers to the open well o. 
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Figure 10: Potential field (Figure 10a); the difference between eqiripotential lines is 2m, and Powfield 
(Figure 10b; the length of the arrows is directly proportinal to the actual flowrate) for the 
configuration borehole 6 open and injection in well 4 at a rate Q,(4) = 0.041/min. 

. , rrti 11 

Figure 11: Potential field (Figure 1 la) and flowfield (Figure 1 lb) for the configuration borehole 6 open 
and injection in well 9 at a rate Q<(9) = 0.1 1/min. (The same comments as in Figurr 10 
also apply here) 
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v: 
}•:•. 

* ~:h -

Figure 12: Potentialfield (Figure 12a) and flowfield (Figure 12b) fir the configuration borehole 9 open 
and injection in well 4 at a rate Q,(4) = 0.26 1/min. (Tlie same comments as in Figure 10 
also apply here) 

£&':::::::::".:r::: 
,,/B\ i 
r I Ft I » . r , , 

. ,. A * t / / I I 

Figure 13* Potential field (Figure 13a) and flowfield (Figure 13b) for the configuration borehole 9 open 
and injection in well 4 at a rate Q,(4) = 0.04 1/min. (The same comments as in Figure 10 
also apply here) 
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Figure 14: Potential field (Figure 14a) and flowfield (Figure 14b) for the configuration borehole 9 open 
and injection in well 6 at a rate Q,(6) = 0.11/min. (The same comments as in figure 10 
also apply here) 

in; 

Figure 15: Potential field (Figure 15a). \ flowfield (Figure 15b) for the configuration borehole 9 open 
and injection in well 6 at a rate Q,(6) = 0.5 1/min. (The same comments as in Figure 10 
also apply here) 
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The changes in the free outflow discharge rates in one well due to injection in anodier are of interest as 

they are directly related to the transmissivity distribution in the vicinity of the wells considered as wen as 

to the injection rate: A prediction for die approximate percentage of injection water recovery can be 

and is given in Table 8. 

The following remarks can be made from the results ghren in Table 8 and Figures 10) ID 15): 

- If the colleciion well is downstream relative ID the injection well (for the situation considered here 

this means that die collection bole is closer to die drift), approximately 75% of the injection water 

can be recovered at die collection well. The remaining 25* is flowing towards die drift; diis can 

be concludtJ from die fact that in the vicinity of AU96m, including die injection and colleciion 

well, the potential lines are closed. 

It is clear dat reversing die collection and injection wells leads to less favourable values for AQK& 

(dard column in Table 8). it. die nricrniajr of injection water recovered at die collection bole is 

smaller. This is Utustraied in Figures 14b) and 15b). 

- The potential field in die immediate vicinity of an open borehole is relatively steep as can be seen 

from the example given in Figure 16 for die configuration "wen 9 open and injection in borehole 

4 at a rate Qj(4) = 0.26 lAnm". No depression cone around die open borehole can be wen in die 

figures 10) to 15), due to die poor resolution selected for die display of die potential field. 

- Comparing die Figures 10) and 11) widi Figure 9d) {borehole 6 open], and Figures 12) to 15) 

widi Figure 9g) [borehole 9 open], confirms die intuitive expectation dial die potential field win 

be seriously distorted only when die inaction rate is of die same order of magnitude as, or higher 

dun, die discharge rates. This is a manifestation of die fact that a larger scale can be probed by 

increasing die dipole strength. 
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Figure 1*: Hydraulic potential along the shortest path between well 4 and well 9 for die arrangement 
borehole 9 open and injection in 4 at a rate Q,(4) = 0261/min. The dashed line represents 
die approximation assuming radial symmetry dial can be solved analytically (Equation (8)); 
the parameters chosen were Q(9) = 0.53 1/min (see TaHe 8) and T9 = 2.4xl0~6 mrfs. 

Category 2: Pumping in collection well; injection in a different well 

With arrangements of this kind where two weDs can be tuned via the injection and pumping rate, it is 

possible to superimpose a dipole configuration which drastically reduces die drainage effect of die AU 

drift locally. For die interpretation of tracer experiments Uiis may be an advantage; however, it should 

be realised ttiat a larger region is influenced by such configurations dun ttiose of category 1 and due to 

die limited knowledge of parameter values on scales larger than die few meters around a borehole any 

interpretation of tracer experiments becomes more ambiguous. 

30 
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The following cases have been studied 

an»"ge»ent 

(1): 4 - 6 

(2): 4 - 9 

(3): 9 - 6 

(4): 6 - 4 

injection rats Q,(k) in well k 
[lAnin] 

<fc(4) = 0.077 

<fc(4) = 0.259 

Qi(9) = 0 .500 

Qi{6) = 0.075 

withdrawal rale Q„(j) in weD j 
[l/min] 

Q»(6) = 0.219 

Q»(9) = 0.618 

Q.(6) = 1.0 

Q.(4) = 0.205 

All the cases considered are non-symmetric dipole 

tracer recovery in die collection borehole. 

with IQ, |<|Q» | in order to enhance 

The model results (potential field, flow field) for dwse configurations are shown in the Figures 17 to 20. 

The first tfiree cases are configurations where the collection well is duwnstieam relative to the injection 

well. Therefore, one expects so have a relatively high percentage (ie. close to 100%) of injection water 

recovery: qualitatively mis can be seen in the flow field ptoti 17b) to 19b); a quantitative prediction, 

however, can only be made with a 2D transport model. 

The fourth case [6 — 4] is a dipole configuration where the flow direction is locally reversed. (Figure 

20b)): There is no recovery in the collection well but instead die injection water moves towards the 

drift and therefore, it is important for this case to monitor die drift as well as die collection hole. 

The cases (1), (2) and (4) are dipole arrangements thai have actually been used for preliminary tracer 

experiments (so called "\fcrver5uche")[2,9,10]: (1): Mwersuch 3; (2): Vorversuch 1; (4): Vbrversuch 7. 

The experiments (1) and (2) supported the hydraulic expectations about recovery: tracer recovery was 

> 95% at die collection well for die cases (1) and (2). In case (4) die recovery was ~ 70%, a fact that 

seems incompatible will) Figure 20b). 
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Figart 17: Potential field and flow field for the dipole arrangement 4 - 4 with Q<(4) = 0.0771/tain and 
Q„(6) = 0.219l/min 

:v.:::: ..: 

iHiii 

Figure IS: Potential field and flow field for the dipole arrangement 4—9 with Q,(4) = 0.259 l/min and 
Qw(9) • 0.618 l/min 
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•rA\ 

Figare 19: Potential field and flow field for the dipole configuration 9—6 with Q,(9) = 0.5 lAnin and 
Q.(6) = 1.01/min 
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Figure 20: Potential field and flow field for the dipole configuration 6—4 with Q,(6) = 0.075 Vmin 
and Q, (4) = 0.205 l/min 
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In table 9 an auxiliary Table sirdar to Table 7 is given for die dipole arrangements (1) to (4). 

arrangement 
0) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

approximate length dj» of 
shortes pub between well i 
and well w [m] 

d*« « 4.9 m 
d,» = 42 m 
d,« = 1.7 m 
d«4 = 4.9 m 

T(x, y) |V • | alor-g shortest 
path [m2/yr] 

43 
81 
186 
-

laMt 9 Auxiliary tabte for estimating eidier waervelocuies or effective aquifer thickness. For the 
meaning of 7Xxjr> see Ae caption to Table 7. According so die model for arrangement (4) 
d o c was no flow from 6 ID 4, so die quantity T(x, y) | v • | is of no meaning. 

By using equation (5), Table 9 and die experimental first arrival times r (defined as die time when the 

breakdMwgh curve reaches half peak size at die left hand side of die peak) (see Table 10) [2,9,10] die 

experimentally unknown quantity s* (effective aquifer diickness) can be determined: 

«= n£4Ji±ir (9) 

a is die aquifer tfuckness,' die porosity, d,. die length of die shortest flowpaut between well i and well 

w. 

An analytical expression for the effective aquifer diickness at can be derived for die case of negligible 

background flow, i.e. no influence from die boundaries [11], by considering the superposition of an 

unequal point source-sink pain 

a< - < , [i+Vf»/»-^J* 0-Q: (10) 

Qi and Q. are die injection and die withdrawal rate, respectively. The effective aquifer diickness a< 

(obtained from equation (9) and equation (10)) is «hown in Table 10 for die cases (1) and (2) togedwr 

widi die experimentally observed first arrival times. 
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arrangement 

(1): 4 - 6 
(2): 4 - 9 

experimental first 
arrival lime r 

[mirj] 

~165 
~70 

/3=Qi/Q» 

0.352 
0.419 

af, from 
equation (9) 

M 

2.76xl0"3 

2.57xl0"3 

at, from 
equation (10) 

[m] 

9.26xl0~4 

1.60x10-3 

Table 10 Effective aquifer thickness a< as locally determined by the equations (9) and (10), using 
the same experimental data (first arrival time r) from the "Vorversucbe". 

The results in Table 10 predict effective fracture widths from a few tenths up to three millimeters, if 

the fracture is modelled as an open parallel plate conduit They indicate the heterogeneous nature of the 

fracture, which cannot be averaged out over an area of a few square meters. Equation 10), which neglects 

the existing gradient towards the drift, consistently underestimates the fracture width compensating, thus, 

the lack of the additional force that accelerates movement towards the collection well by assigning a 

smaller opening. 

Table 10) provides some of the required input needed for modelling mass-transport in the fracture. 
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4 Conclusions 

In this report a steady state hydraulic model for the migration site at Nagra's rock-laboratory in Grimsel 

has been presented. The aim of this work was threefold: 

• to interpret experimental findings 

• to provide input for transport modelling (flowpaths and flow velocities) 

• to assist in the design of the tracer experiments 

In the model developed the shear zone where die migration experiment will be performed has been 

represented as a 2-dimensiona] heterogeneous porous medium. Input to the model were transmissivity 

values derived from single borehole hydraulic experiments and the measured flow rate entering the AU-

drift (0.5 |/min). 

The model is able to reproduce most of the steady state experimental findings quite accurately. The 

discrepancy between measurements and predictions at boreholes 7 and 11 are currently under investiga

tion. Pint arrival times predicted by the model compare favourably with the observations made during 

the preliminary tracer experiments performed in 1988. Some of the configurations chosen for these 

"\forversuche'" arose directly from model predictions. The model is expected to provide a useful tool for 

designing future tracer experiments. 

The present model is only die first step towards a more complete description of the hydraulic conditions 

at die migration site. Current efforts focus on two topics. 1) Interpretation of the interference tests 

results with the transient version of the mcdel (work in progress). 2) Reinterpreialion of the single 

hole experiments-observing die boundary conditions at die site- and improvement/refinement of die 

transmissivity field description. 

file:///forversuche'
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